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Appendix A The Source Code of the Example Program for Stepping

% INPUT %
% Having a grid of cells, some of which contain natural numbers,
row(1..4).
col(1..4).
number(c(3,2), 3).
number(c(4,4), 1).

% DEFINE %
cell(c(Y,X)) :- row(Y), col(X).
maxcol(X) :- col(X), not col(X+1).
imincol(X) :- col(X), not col(X-1).
minrow(Y) :- row(Y), not row(Y+1).
minrow(Y) :- row(Y), not row(Y-1).

% GENERATE %
% (i) each cell is either black or white,
{white(C) : cell(C)}.
black(C) :- cell(C), not white(C).
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% CHECK %
% (ii) cells with numbers are white,
:- black(C), number(C, _).

% (iii) there are no 2x2 blocks of black cells,
:- black(c(Y,X)), black(c(Y+1,X)), black(c(Y,X+1)), black(c(Y+1,X+1)).

% (iv) all black cells are transitively connected,
black_reach(C1, C2) :- black(C1), black(C2), adjacent(C1, C2).
black_reach(C1, C3) :- black_reach(C1, C2), black(C3), adjacent(C2, C3).
:- black(C1), black(C2), not black_reach(C1, C2).

% (v) each maximal group of white cells that are transitively connected
% must contain exactly one cell with a number;
% this number must be the number of cells in the group,

group(C, C) :- number(C, _).

group(C1, C2) :- group(C3, C2), adjacent(C3, C1), white(C1).

:- number(C1, N), not N(group(C2, C1) : cell(C2))N.

in_group(C) :- group(C, _).

:- white(C), not in_group(C).

:- white(C1), not 1(group(C1, C2) : number(C2, _))1.
Appendix B  Additional Screenshots

Fig. B1. Reviewing file changes implied by renaming predicate \texttt{minrow/2} to \texttt{mnRow/2}.

Fig. B2. \texttt{SeaLion}'s interpretation compare view.
Fig. B.3. Selecting two source files in Eclipse’s launch configuration dialog.

Fig. B.4. Launching in debug mode.

Fig. B.5. Jump view.

Fig. B.6. Truth Assignment view.

Fig. B.7. Filtering active instances
Fig. B8. A UML object diagram based on the model of Fig. 4.

Fig. B9. Another UML object diagram based on the model of Fig. 4. Concepts and relations displayed in red indicate different violations of the domain constraints in the visualised interpretation.
Fig. B 10. A generic visualisation of a spanning tree interpretation (the layout of the graph has been manually optimised in the editor).

Fig. B 11. A customised visualisation of an instance of the 8-queens problem.